
Dr. James Amstadt
CONSULTING

P R E S E N T S :

• Are you striving to take your practice to the next level...
• Or starting a new practice?
• Are you trying to grow your practice by expanding your offerings and 

enter into new markets?
• Is it time to consider taking your practice in a new direction?

Join Dr. James Amstadt for this 4 day dental bootcamp retreat located in 
the beautiful northwoods of Wisconsin on the biggest fresh water chain in 
the world. The retreat will consist of a Thursday afternoon arrival with a meet 
and greet. Friday and Saturday will be intensive networking and learning from 
some of the dental industry’s experts in branding, marketing, coaching, and 

organizing your comprehensive dental practice.

Sunday brunch and departure.
Jim will take anyone fishing for some down time.

BRANDING, MARKETING & ORGANIZING A 
COMPREHENSIVE RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY

June 4-7, 2015
Eagle River, WI

In order for this experience to be exceptional and personalized we are limiting 
the participation to 10 dentists.

TO REGISTER 
call: 920-210-2149

or email: dramstadt@gmail.com
or mail: Dr. James Amstadt Consulting

W3303 Ross Rd.
Cambria, WI 53923

4 DAY RETREAT WITH WORKSHOPS/LECTURES $1500 • ALL INCLUSIVE FOOD & LODGING



Dr. James Amstadt is an authority on building fee for service 
comprehensive dental practices having personally started and built 
two practices from the ground up. His second practice was a highly 
successful complex restorative practice in Sun Prairie, WI. Jim is owner/
operator of Dr. James Amstadt Consulting, LLC. He is dedicated to the 
mission of helping dentists build, organize, and market wildly successful 
fee-for-service implant and complex restorative practices. Jim also 
suffers from CFD (Compulsive Fishing Disorder) and will happily take 
anyone fishing who registers for the retreat.

Terry Goss & Janis Du Pratte will provide a 
stimulating and compelling overview of the 
Motivational Interviewing and Communication 
Skills needed for a more comprehensive and 
practice-wide approach to “patient facilitation”. 
Nurturing and facilitating each patient ’s decision-
making process lies at the very heart of your success 
in providing comprehensive dentistry. Plan on going 
home with new skills, greater confidence, and 
valuable new ideas to implement.

Mark Scholtemeyer has 12 years of experience doing Internet 
Marketing and Branding for dental practices through website 
design and search engine optimization. Build your online brand, write 
compelling content, and develop a custom website solution that 
patients talk about, share, and remember.

Cassie Schuh, CFLC, is a Certified Life Coach, CORE Map Assessment 
Facilitator, and Certified RAMP Practitioner with 20 years of experience 
in the helping industry. She founded Zaptastic® Professional Coaching 
in 2008, and works primarily with groups and individuals, to eliminate 
the personal barriers that keep them stuck in business and life. Through 
her coaching programs, she helps people cut through the internal 
chatter and conditioned patterns that stifle growth, and works with her 
clients to create a blueprint for personal success that is aligned with 
their authentic nature, passion, and life vision.

Kathryn Peotter, Owner of Bouwer Printing and Mailing, a progressive 
multi-service print marketing company in Wisconsin, has become 
a highly regarded global marketing expert. In the ever changing 
marketing world, printing covers a lot of areas!!  With over 2 decades 
of experience, Kathy has taken a relationship-driven, consultative  
approach to understand every aspect of a client ’s business printing 
and direct mail marketing needs. She has a deep understanding 
of direct mails role in a multi-channel approach to a marketing 
campaign. Kathy will create a program to deliver your message to 
whom you want, where you want, when you want, within your budget!


